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Abstract

The thorough study of metallic fuel on a base of uranium alloys was carried out in VNIINM for different types of reactors. The main characteristics of irradiation behaviour and form change of metallic fuel are summarized. The best results were obtained for alloys containing 1-2 wt.% of γ-stabilizing elements (Zr, Nb, Mo) + several tenths of percentage of compound forming elements (Si, Fe, Al, Sn). It is stated that metallic uranium fuel in a bulk form may be used only for fast reactors, and in dispersed form with Al- and Zr- matrix for commercial LWR and research reactors.

Introduction

The metallic fuel on a base of uranium alloys was developed for different types of nuclear reactors: plutonium production reactors, commercial power reactors, fast reactors, and for other types of reactors.

The initial interest to metallic uranium fuel was caused by its high density and opportunity to produce weapon grade plutonium. The first irradiation experience was the severe form changes due to irradiation growth and swelling, fuel rod cracking under thermal stresses. The massive applied and fundamental studies on irradiation behaviour of uranium and its alloys were carried out. This permitted us to understand the bases of radiation damage in uranium, and eliminate negative radiation phenomena in plutonium production fuel elements.

Development of metal fuel

Along with the development of oxide fuel the vast study of metallic fuel was begun, as it has the following obvious advantages:
- high uranium density
- high level of mechanical properties
- absence of gas release under irradiation
- high thermal conductivity; in case of cohesion between fuel rod and cladding it is possible to produce "cold fuel element" for VVER or RBMK-types nuclear reactors with average fuel temperature less than 400°C.

But, the metallic fuel has also serious disadvantages: the first is swelling of fuel, and the second - low compatibility with water coolant.

To investigate behaviour of metallic fuel we use so called "passive" and "active" reactor experiments. "Passive" reactor experiments are usual study, where one irradiates samples of fuel or mock-up fuel elements and then investigates them by common post-irradiation methods. "Active" reactor experiments are carried out with the help of units enabling us to influence upon fuel samples during irradiation.

The one unit is the device for in-pile investigation of a fuel under tension. For example the mechanical properties of the low-alloyed uranium under irradiation and after are shown in Fig.1. One may see the significant difference in properties.

The other unit is the dilatometer inserted in channel of research reactor. This unit allows us to measure continuously the change of sample dimensions under irradiation. For example at the bottom in Fig.2 the kinetic of the swelling of low-alloyed uranium is
Fig. 1. Mechanical properties of the low-alloyed uranium under and after irradiation.
Fig. 2. Volume changes of the low-alloyed uranium (bottom) and uranium silicide (upper).

Simultaneously with measuring of sample dimensions we may load a sample and so study irradiation creep. For instance in Fig. 3 the irradiation and thermal creep of uranium silicide $U_3Si$ is shown.

On a base of experimental data and computed study we worked out the main characteristics of irradiation behaviour and form changes of metal fuel.
The primitive dependence of the swelling from relative temperature and burnup for low-alloyed uranium is given in Fig. 4. The darkened areas correspond to working conditions of metallic fuel in research reactors, commercial water cooled reactors and fast reactors.

At temperatures below 0.4 from melting point the swelling is caused by accumulation of fission products (solid swelling). The burnup dependence is linear function with swelling rate about of 6 vol.% per $1.10^{11}$ fiss./cc (or 15 vol.% per 1 g of splitted uranium in 1 cc).

At intermediate temperatures the maximum of swelling is caused by vacancy pores, containing some amount of gas fission products. If we anneal samples after irradiation, they increase the density and their volume decreases.

At high temperatures above of 0.6 from melting point the swelling is due to equilibrium gas bubbles, and so post-irradiation annealing do not reveal any significant volume changes.

At high burnups the maximum of vacancy swelling degenerates and swelling has the gaseous nature. With the increasing of burnups the temperature threshold of the beginning of gas swelling displaces to lower temperatures.

The low-temperature solid swelling and high-temperature gas swelling cannot be suppressed, and the only mean to struggle against these phenomena is to create the free volume in a fuel element which will compensate the swelling, or use such design, which permits deformation of fuel element without rupture.

In opposite, the maximum of vacancy swelling under intermediate temperatures may be effectively suppressed by adjustment of microstructure of uranium fuel. The main approach is creation in fuel structure a great amount of sinks for radiation point defects.

As the sinks, the fine dispersed intermetallic compounds may be considered. For this purpose compound forming elements such as Si, Fe, Sn, Al and others are added to uranium.
This method of suppressing the vacancy swelling works when density of intermetallic precipitation's is more than $1.10^{12}$ particles in cc. At the bottom in Fig. 2 the kinetics curves of swelling for uranium with additions of intermetallic forming elements are shown. The composition of samples is the same, but for upper curves we had a coarse network of intermetallic precipitation's and for lower - fine network. This method is effective for relatively low burnup.

For higher burnup typical to commercial reactors, we combine this method with another - creation of the fine two-phase structure. This is the most effective if we use $\gamma$-stabilizing elements, such as Zr, Nb, Mo. Using of these elements we may create fine two-phase structure, where boundaries between phases serve as point defects sinks. Example of the influence of the degree of dispersity of two-phase structure ($\alpha$-Uranium + $\gamma$-Uranium) upon irradiation behavior of mock-up fuel elements is given in Fig. 5.

Experimentally we established that less than 2 wt.% of $\gamma$-stabilizing elements + several tenths of percentage of compound forming elements are enough to suppress the vacancy swelling. We must only do the correct choice of alloying element's combination and heat-deforming treatment. The further alloying has insignificant influence upon irradiation behaviour.

Now we see no difficulties to develop fuel elements with uranium alloy which can work to burnup that of commercial reactors.

The main problem why metallic fuel has limited application in atomic energetic is insufficient corrosion resistance in water coolant.

The distinguishing feature of uranium is absence of solubility of other elements in $\alpha$-uranium, and so we cannot use common solid-solution methods for improving corrosion
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Fig. 5. Influence of the degree of dispersity of two-phase structure (α- and γ-uranium) on irradiation behaviour of mock-up fuel elements (dose = $1 \times 10^{11}$ f/ś).
resistance. The significant improving of properties may be only archived if we use δ- and γ-phase alloys in U-Mo, U-Nb, U-Ti, U-Zr systems. To receive these structures we must insert in U a significant quantity of alloying elements from 30 to 75 at.%. In ternary alloys we may obtain corrosion resistant metastable γ-phase by minor alloying. But as it metastable there is some problems with stability of γ-phase under irradiation.

A good corrosion resistance has uranium silicide U$_3$Si. This compound was thoroughly investigated as a fuel for RBMK reactor. The fuel elements with this fuel had satisfactory irradiation behavior, but in case of untight fuel element when the water coolant got into the fuel rod center with the temperature of about 500°C, the whole fuel element was destroyed.

The radical measure to increase the corrosion resistance is to use metallic fuel dispersed in Al- or Zr- matrix. We have preliminary positive results of irradiation to relatively (~1g/cc) high burnup of such dispersion composition.

Conclusion

Summarizing our experience we may say that metallic fuel in a bulk form may be used in fast reactors with sodium coolant, and in dispersion form for atomic energetic and research reactors.
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